
Demon Alien Revelation Dream 6-13-23 @ 8:05 am

The time of demon revelation is here. The time of demon revelation is
here.

Then I heard again, “The time of the demon revelation is here. The time
of the demon alien revelation is here.”

Hosea 14:9 Who is wise, and he shall understand these things? Prudent,
and he shall know them? For the ways of the Lord are right, and the just
shall walk in them: but the transgressors shall fall therein.

I dreamed last night again my love, my Jesus. I am an observer. My
focus is on one man wearing light blue-jeans, on his feet are a pair of
the old style black and white tie-up shoestring tennis shoes. My eyes are
drawn to him because he’s standing as if frozen in place. His arms are up
as if shielding his eyes and his face, also his body is in a position as if
he’s about to take o� running.

I see now he is also wearing a faded black t-shirt with a button up beige
long sleeve shirt, with tiny black stripes running horizontally with
burgundy stripes running vertically forming a pattern of squares that
covered fully his shirt. I couldn’t see fully his face because of the
position of his arms, but I could see he is light skinned with light brown
hair, parted to the right of his head.

As I watched, he slowly began moving as if in slow motion, and then into
full speed. He is screaming in horror, in terror. He is running quickly
through the concrete yard. I notice then it looks like some kind of
concrete courtyard with greenery, bushes and trees. I perceive this is
somewhere in the United States, possibly a park or well-known place
that people travel and visit at times.

I felt drawn by the Holy Spirit in me to look up toward the sky, even
though I could still hear evidence of more people running and scattering
in all directions. When I looked up, I saw there in the sky are black
objects spaced apart in various locations. They covered a vast area and
seemed to be strategically placed like nothing I have seen from earth
before. There was still a very far distance away but growing larger by
the moment, as they drew closer to us.



These objects in the sky seem to be what has frightened most of the
people here in this courtyard. I feel this is happening over the whole
world, or will be soon to follow, if not now. The objects as they drew
closer all appeared in their shape as dark rectangles, all of about the
same size, I felt great evil, and that the darkness of their color was
actually a fog shielding their true nature of what they are. I heard a
woman screaming, “It's an alien invasion!” while running fast into the
trees nearby.

Another voice of a man cries out in surprise these words, “UFO’s, they’re
finally here.” But he didn’t run away in fear, he seemed frightened, yet
in awe of all he was seeing. He was an older man than the first I
described. I would say in his 60s, but still appeared fit in his body for
his age. His hair is cut short, it’s dark with grey very evident in it. He
has on rust brown pants, but I’m unable to see clearly the color of his
shirt.

Wait, he is wearing a silver necklace, it looks like a set of military dog
tags, name tags. Now I see the color of his t-shirt and its olive green or
army green as it is also commonly called. His rust pants are now gone,
and he is wearing camouflage ones with black army boots. I notice there
is an open parkway area nearby to the left, but no one is running to
their vehicles when they flee in fear. The man takes out a pair of dark
black sunglasses, puts them on, then heads to the area with the vehicles.

The man with the dark glasses with the military dog tags and
camouflage pants then quickly gets into a dark green hummer and
drives fast away. The dark glasses reminded me of those worn in the
movies Men in Black (when I used to watch movies long ago).

The area is deserted now as I still observe all my surroundings. The
objects in the sky are drawing closer and bigger into my view, and I feel
great, great evil inside them.

Then I heard from heaven these words: “And I shall give them over to
strong delusion. The time of the demon revelation is here. The time of the
demon alien revelation to your world is here. Do not be deceived by what
you see or hear. Strong delusion has come. Aliens to your world have
come. “Aliens to your world have come,” your world government shall



announce. Be wary of words of deception spoken by unclean lips. Trust
Me only, trust in My Holy Spirit alone. The time of the demon alien
revelation has come to the earth. Woe to you inhabitants. Woe to you.
Then I awoke.
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And for this cause God shall send them a strong delusion, that they
should believe a lie: and they all might be damned who believed not
truth, but had pleasure in unrighteousness. 2 Thessalonians 2:11-12


